Bracket Kit Information:

1. Each drawing on the following pages represents a backing plate (spider) relative to the camshaft location and the type of camshaft tube mounting flange which determines which kit is used for each application.
2. Each Drawing is viewed from the outside of the wheel looking in on the driver’s side.
3. Pages 1 – 7 represent lighter weight lift axles
4. Pages 7 – 8 represent 20,000lb lift axles with a larger tire size.

Fender Kit Information:

1. MIN161200 – Fits tire sizes up to a 255
2. MIN221800 – Fits tire sizes of 255 – 385
3. MIN2220 – Fits tire sizes of 385 or larger

Fenders are available in Black, Red, White, Galvanized, Diamond Plate Black, Diamond Plate Silver, Liquid Platium, Paintable, and Carbon Fiber.
Additional Steerable Lift Axle Bracket Kits

Hendrickson SCB13, SCY13, or SCT13 & Watson-Chalin SL1195 SSR

- **101352** (weld-on kit; 13K)

Hendrickson SCT20

- **101439** (weld-on kit; 20K)
- Recommended to use with MIN2220 super single fenders
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**3/4” Aluminum Arms Standard with Bracket Kits Below**
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